DISTRICT 742
4'S PRESCHOOL SUPPLY LIST
*Bring supplies to September Family Conferences

Your preschooler will need to bring:

Large backpack
   No wheels and it must be able to fit a folder, snow pants, and boots

2 Boxes of snack
   

2 Boxes of Crayola washable markers

1 Box of Crayola crayons

6 Elmer’s disappearing purple glue sticks

Fine tip dry erase markers (black only)

1 package of napkins (AM classes only)

Gallon or sandwich size Ziplock Bags (PM classes only)

Other supplies that we use often and would appreciate a donation of (Choose 2-3):

White copy paper       Small or large white paper plates
Kleenex               Paper bowls
Paper bowls           Plastic spoons
5oz Dixie cups